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Rationale

Rationale for Issue Tiering
– Issue Tiering is a focused approach which concentrates 

resources on significant compliance issues.
– Ensures clear and consistent guidance to address issues 

for responsive tax administration 
– Provides focus and flexibility to keep pace with changes 

in business practices
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Tier Definitions

Tiers Defined
– Tier I: Significant compliance risk which impacts multiple 

industries, including all recognized abusive and listed 
transactions PLUS other “high compliance risk” 
transactions affecting multiple industries

– Tier II: Potential areas of high non-compliance or 
significant compliance risk to one or more Industries 

– Tier III: Highest compliance risk issues for a particular 
industry, which require unique treatment within the 
industry 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two Categories of Tier I Issues:Tier I Recognized Abusive and Listed TransactionsTier I Compliance IssuesTier I Recognized Abusive and Listed Transactions are mandatory work and continue to be one of LMSB’s top priorities.Tier I Compliance Issues are those which the Service believes need a controlled approach due to compliance risk.  This risk may be due to the impact on a large number of taxpayers, complexity, large dollars at risk, or extensive resources needed to address the issue.   Tier I Issues require oversight and control by an Issue Owner Executive (IOE), who leads an Issue Management Team (IMT).  The IOE is responsible creating and implementing a tailored strategy to identify cases, develop guidance and resolve the issue.Tier II Issues also are assigned an IOE and an IMT.  Tier II direction may initially include an alert, with or without specific audit techniques.  Tier III Issues are generally assigned to the Industry Director as IOE.    
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Decision-Making

Decision-making resides at different levels
– When new issues are identified, LB&I Compliance 

Strategy Council determines suitability for Tiering 
placement.  

– For Tier I & II issues, an Issue Management Team (IMT) 
determines the strategy for identification, development 
and resolution of the issue.  

– Guidance should provide revenue agents greatest 
latitude for case-specific decisions while ensuring 
consistent interpretation and approach. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While Tiered Issues requires coordination, there is no ‘one size fits all’ strategy.  The strategy for one Tiered Issue may not be the best approach for another Tiered Issue.  The IMT determines the right strategy for each specific issue. Identification of a Tiered Issue does not translate to an automatic examination or adjustment. 
The issue strategy is developed by the IMT, while the issue for each case is developed by the field.   
Examiners should always consider Tiered Issues as part of every examination.  They are required to address Tiered Issues  as part of their risk assessment and follow any direction or guidance from the IMT when a Tiered Issue is present.  
Like any other issue, examiners in the field are responsible for the analysis and conclusions reached on Tiered Issues.  They are provided guidance in working and completing the issue from the IMT.  Disposition or resolution of each Tiered issue must be in accordance with the IMT guidance for that issue.  Revenue Agents should apply the guidance to their particular Tier I issue based upon the individual facts and circumstances.
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Rules of Engagement

• Normal Rules of Engagement should be followed when a 
taxpayer wishes to elevate an case-specific issue to upper 
management.

• In other instances, stakeholders may wish to discuss general 
information, guidance or questions with the Issue Owner 
Executive. 
– Such discussions should not be case-specific
– Goal is transparency and consideration of relevant facts 
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Changes in Status

“Active” versus “Monitoring” status
– Issues that are being researched and developed are 

considered “active.”
– Monitoring happens when universe of returns has been 

identified, legal analysis has been completed, guidance 
and tools have been developed and shared with the field. 

– Issues are never de-tiered or demoted. They may be 
moved to “Monitoring” status in their original tier.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are planning to move aspects of several tiered issues into the monitoring status.
While these issues will remain classified as a tiered issue, the issue strategy has been developed by the IMT and no longer requires the continued level of coordination to ensure consistency.
The strategy development should include as appropriate:
Audit Tools
Auditing Techniques
Legal Analysis
Issuance of Coordinated Issue Papers
Field Guidance
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